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SwingCats bring in
live band for show
this Friday.

Baseball runs away
with three out of
four.
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BOD Candidates defend platforms
by Krissie Hughes
Staff reporter
Student government candidates
vied for support Tuesday anticipating
today's Associated Students of
Central Washington University
Board of Directors election.
Tuesday's panel gave candidates
the opportunity to voice their opinions, tell students their plans for next
year, and explain their qualifications.
The questioning panel was made
up of seven Central students and
administrators. Topics included
Washington Student Lobby funding,
on-campus housing incentives, and
campus equality through diverse
groups.
Vice President for Political
Affairs candidates Sarah Schacht and
Bryce Wynn faced questions on WSL
fees. Although students are given the
opportunity to donate $2 to WSL during registration,. the majority of students don't, causing lack of funding.
Schacht said she would like to educate students on the importance of the
WSL. Wynn proposed fundraisers for
WSL.
Decreasing numbers of students
living on campus has been a concern

for Central, and was a topic
addressed by Vice President for
Student Life and Facilities candidates
Peter Cummings and Bill Salcedo.
Salcedo defended on campus housing
by explaining the opportunities that
off-campus housing students are not
taking advantage of. He hopes to
show these opportunities to all students next year. Cummings proposed
that Central give incentives to students that live on campus, such as
special registration benefits for
sophomores and juniors to encourage
student to live on campus.
Campus equality was a hot topic
among the Vice President of Equity
and Community Service candidates
Tiffany Barr and James Jorgensen.
While Barr discussed her ideas to
face campus fears pertaining to racial
tensions, Jorgensen concentrated on
celebrating campus diversity by
focusing on a variety of groups,
including GALA and disabled students, as well as current racial tensions.
"I was very pleasantly surprised,"
ASCWU-BOD
advisor
John
Drinkwater said. "There were more
students in the audience than we've
had in the last two or three years."

Kelly Christensen/Observer

Presidential hopefuls Kristy Gillespie and Charlie Tu face
questions at Tuesday's debate. Discussion topics included
housing incentives and on-campus equality.

Exercise your vote today
by Carrina Galloway
News editor
Joel DiBacco
Staff reporter
Associated Students of Central
Washington University Board of
Directors (ASCWU-BOD) hopefuls
will be out campaigning for votes
today as Central students have the
opportunity to choose their elected
officials.
John Drinkwater, head of Campus
life, said it's important to vote in the
annual elections. The BOD makes
decisions about issues of great
importance to students. It oversees
many student fee budgets, is in
charge of the passage and changing
of policies and serves as student representatives to the administration and
in Olympia.
"All year long we've (the BOD)
had all sorts of students who felt we
didn't represent them," ASCWUBOD President Bruce Eklund said.
"Here's your chance, find a candidate
to represent you in the future and
support them."
About 1400 to 1500 students,
approximately 20 percent of the campus, usually vote in the ASCWU-

Polling Places
Holmes West
11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
Studio East
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
Library Lobby
1 p.m. to 7 p.m.

SUB
.8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Tunstall
11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.rn.
Nicholson Pavilion
1 p.rn. to 6:30 p.rn.

BOD elections each year at Central.
Drinkwater said this is above the
national average of 12 percent, but
far from ideal. Advertisements are
spread around campus each spring to
try to give the candidates as much
exposure as possible and to make it
easier for students to choose candidates.

"We're all trying to get the word
out," Drinkwater said.
In years past, the ASCWU-BOD
officer elections have been held in
conjunction with other ballot measures such as proposed athletic and
SUB fees. This year, the only issue is
who will sit on the BOD.
Running in this year's election
ar-e:
Kristy Gillespie and Charlie Tu
for President;
Nick French and Mike Grigg for
Executive Vice President;
Dave Ballard and Mindy
Widmyer for V.P. for Clubs and
Organizations;
.Josh Kilen for V.P. for Academic
Affairs;
Tiffany Barr and James Jorgensen
for V.P. for Equity and Community
Service;
Pete Cummings and Bill Salcedo
for V.P. for Student Life and
Facilities;
Sarah Schacht and Bryce Wynn
for V.P. for Political Affairs;
Election results are expected to be
posted tonight no later than midnight.
For election results, check out the
Observer
Online
at
http://www/cwu.edu/-observer.

Conflicts
abound
in fight
for rights
by Carrina Galloway
News editor
The Associated Students of
Central Washington University
Board of Directors, election
commission and council of probity were locked in heated
debate last week over the rights
of write-in candidates.
The conflict began April 22
when the election commission
brought a decision to the BOD
saying write-in presidential candidate Charlie Tu would not be
among the listed speakers at candidate forums, although he
would not be excluded from
speaking if someone addressed
him. In addition, Tu's picture

See TU, Page 4
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Campus Cops

Student projects on display
by Nao Miura

Staff reporter
April 26, 8: 10 a.m.
Officers served a warrant to a
19-year-old male. The subject was
wanted in Yakima County for possession of drug paraphernalia and
vehicle prowl, and in Kittitas
County for driving with a suspended license. The man was picked up
on the corner of 14th Ave. and A
Street. He was booked into the
Kittitas County Jail.
April 28, 12:45 a.m.
Two males, believed to be
intoxicated, entered CarmodyMunro to visit two female residents. One male caused a disturbance by throwing objects out of a
window and writing derogatory
comments on a wall about one of
the female residents. The subject
was contacted the following day,
cited for disorderly conduct and
released.
April 28, 7:30 p.m.
A 21-year-old female reported
her bicycle had been stolen from
Sparks Hall. The bike was a Terry
Geoigean model~ valued at $1,500.
The cable lock was cut.

April 30, 8:30 a.m.
Officers responded to a two
vehicle accident in the G-16 parking lot. A Toyota Camry rolled out
of its parking place and collided
with a Mazda 626. The owner was
contacted to re-park the car. The
damage to both cars was minor.
May 2, 12:26 a.m.
A student was injured when a
Central van, returning from
Seattle, made a sharp turn. The
student's head struck a window
causing the window to break. The
student suffered a laceration to the
ear.
May 2, 1:30 a.m.
An LGA reported a soccer goal
had been placed in the west courtyard behind Stephens-Whitney.
The goal had been taken from the
rugby field. There are no suspects
and police are not pursuing the
case.
To find out more about campus
police activity and updated statistics, visit their Web site at:
www.cwu.edu/-police

Corrections
Last week Nick French's campaign statement should have read, "This
position is similar to the author of a book on the events of the university. I need editors (students) to tell me how I can make.their book the
best it can be."
Last week we incorrectly identified Bob Richey as the Ellensburg
Chief of Police, he is Ellensburg Police Captain.
Last week the quote under Kristy Gillespie's photo should have read
"I want to get more people encouraged about the direction Central's
going in."
We apologize for these errors.

The
Symposium
on
Undergraduate
Research
and
Creative Expression (SOURCE) will
take place Saturday, May 8 and features oral and visual presentations
Central students have worked on
throughout the year.
, The SOURCE started four years
ago as an opportunity for undergraduate students to put their classroom
work into practice by presenting it to
the public. Participation has
increased as it has become a campuswide event.
The SOURCE committee consists of faculty members, administrators and students. The committee
oversees more than 90 students who
will present their work at this year's
symposium.

Despite the details that need to be
taken care of, "everything is going
very well," Roger Yu, chair of the
SOURCE committee, said.
The symposium will include oral
and visual presentations on a diverse
range of topics.
Jennifer Pelton, a senior majoring
in anthropology, will present her
research on Navajo rug weaving in
the morning session.
"I think I am very lucky to have
the opportunity to share my research
project with people who may not
know or would like to know a little
about Navajo weaving," Pelton said.
Daniel Axelsen and Eric DeJong,
both economics majors, appreciate
their department's support of their
research titled "Regional Growth in
Washington State."
Axelsen and DeJong will speak
about Washington State's employ-

ment segmentation in the sectors of
agriculture, manufacturing and service.
"Research ties together all of the
years of learning, and more importantly, teaches students how to actually apply what they've learned,"
Axelsen said.
Central art professor Keith Lewis
will give a speech at noon after lunch
about jewelry's potential as a site for
discourse and personal expression.
At the evening's awards banquet,
Edmond Fischer, the 1992 Nobel
Prize winner, will deliver a speech on
the importance of basic science and
targeted research.
Admission to the symposium is
free. It will start at 8: 15 a.m. in the
new Science Building. For more
information contact Roger Yu at 9632755 or visit the SOURCE Web site
at www.cwu.edu/-uresrch/source.

NCATE visit iooks positive
by Matt Parretta

Staff reporter
·Early
indications
suggest
Central's Center for Teaching and
Learning (CTL) program will pass
the review by the National Council
for Accreditation of Teacher
Education (NCATE).
The final results, however, will
not be determined until October
1999. CTL faculty members are con-fident they have met a majority of
NCATE's noted weaknesses identified during the 1992 visit.
Institutions and departments
accredited by NCATE are expected
to maintain planning, evaluations,
and continual improvements as well
as use new knowledge, practices, and
rapid growing technology.
NCATE members visited Central

April 24-28 to ensure the CTL programs met all standards. In NCATE's
last visit in 1992, Central did not
meet all expectations.
"We're very pleased with the
review," Dean of Education and
Professional Studies Lin Douglas
said. "It reinforces and celebrates the
success of our faculty."
After last week's review, NCATE
members commended Central's CTL
programs for their improvements and
were pleased to see the programs
were part of a risk-taking environment to improve education.
· Associate Dean for Education and
Professional Studies Jack McKay
said he is happy with Central's
progress tow~d de.veloping a
stronger CTL program.
"I am very pleased with· the
process, and that we (CTL programs)

are on track," McKay said.
Although McKay is satisfied with
the overall'progress of Central's CTL.
progra~s, improvements in specific
areas still need to be made.
McKay said one of the more difficult parts of NCATE's standards is
the recruitment program for underrepresented students. One of the
goals of the CTL plan is to increase
student diversity within the education curriculum.
In order to achieve this goal, the
CTL is sending letters to potential
minority applicants across the country compiled from a list of names
from the Office of Graduate Studies.
The CTL faculty's spirits around
campus appear positive and most feel
confident that when October arrives,
they will be successfully evaluated
and satisfied with the results.

$10 Hook Up
Cystic fibrosis is a fatal genetic disease that attacks
. the lungs and digestive systems of children and
young adults. Every day CF claims another life.
Get hooked up to Falcon Cable, and I 00% of that
$1 O goes to the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation to help
find a cure. If you are already a Falcon customer,
give $1 Oand get an upgrade to any Falcon service.

u Ii

Icon

Falcon Cable offers you more. Basic cable is FREE on additional
TVs in your home. And, all your local broadcast stations are included
free of charge with basic cable.

When you take advantage of this special CF offer, you can upgrade to
HBO for FREE. Get HBO for $5.95/month for 3 months. We've come
a long way and with your help, we CAN find a cure.

Call Today: 925-6106
C
Fi~osis
Falcon.
Foundation
stic

www.falconcable.com

www.cff.org

Offer applies to standard installation for new subscribers an wired, servictable artas only. Regular monthly service charges app~y. All services ma~ not bt available in all a_reas.
Installation offir good for cable hook-up on initial outlet and up to lWO additional outlets. After three months, rc~~r premium monthly scrv_1cc charges apply. HBO is a
registered service mark of lime Warner Entertainment Company. LP. Connrtu charges and some restncuons may apply. Offer txp1rrs May 28. 1999.
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Controversial speaker questions "real history"
David Irving asks the question whether the
holocaust happened the way the books say
by Mike Jenkinson
Staff reporter
The visit of British revisionist historian,
David Irving, on Thursday, was accompanied
by a great deal of controversy. There were
arguments outside the event between
members of The Euro-American Student
Union (ESU) and the Kittitas Coalition for
Human Rights.
A police presence was highly evident
inside the event, no doubt sensing that the
charged atmosphere could boil over into violence. Irving also came with an escort of
young men, some in Marine Corps t-shirts,
who stood along the walls and· doorways,
apparently to keep order.
The Kittitas Coalition for Human Right
handed out pamphlets decrying Irving as
"Banned for lies against humanity" and
"Hitler's apologist." The literature also
claimed the Euro-American Studdent Union
supports "textbook bigorty." The pamphlets
claimed that Irving and Central's ESU
founder David Stennett are both holocaust
deniers. In fact, many people expected Irving
to make a speech implicitly deniying that the
holocaust had ever happened.
Irving's visit to the Central campus was
sponsored by Pepper Inc. and a group calling
themselves "Students for Real History."
Posters advertising the event featured the
word "Banned" in large letters. The history
student who introduced Irving said his visit
marked Irving's third trip to the Pacific
Northwest. She said Irving had agreed to
speak at Central for free because he was
dedicated to introducing stu~ents to other
points of view on the topic of the holocaust.
Irving was introduced as Britain's "most
feared, hated and respected" historian, a
highly debatable reference. He took the stage

and immediately began trying to win over his
audience. He told stories about his past as a
historian, even eliciting a few laughs from
members of the crowd.
Irving further gained the confidence of the
audience by giving evidence that Jews were
routinely killed in Hitler's Germany, and
many in the crowd may have begun to wonder
what all the controversy was about. Irving
tried to put across the view that Hitler did not
know about the executions, and that when he
found out he "ordered a stop to the liquidation".
He moved away from the discussion of
Nazi Germany to discuss British knowledge
of the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, before
returning once again to Hitler.This time Irving
told the audience that he found no evidence
that the mass gassing of Jews ever took place.
During the question and answer session,
Irving was asked whether or not he used
Jewish testimony which suggests very strongly that mass gassing did take place. Irving
said that he was "very nervous about using
Jewish eyewitness testimony" because, he
said, it is "full of conflicts." He also dismissed Jewish
holocaust survivor Elie
Wiesel as a "monstrous exaggerator." Irving
later went on to say that some gassing may
have occurred at Auschwitz to get rid of
"unwanted inmates".
Another audience member pointed out that
by accepting eyewitness testimony from
Hitler's former staff, but not from Jews,
Irving gave an unbalanced view of history.
When asked why his speeches at universities were sponsored primarily by nee-Nazi
groups and Klu Klux Klan supporters, Irving
said that he did not know who was sponsoring
his events. Irving was also somewhat hazy on
the subject of whether or not he knew
Stennett.

(Top) David Irving
speaks to a packed
Chavez Theater
Tuesday. Through
ti rst hand accounts
from Hitler's men,
Irving has compiled
a version of the
history of the
holocaust that he
believes is more
accurate. After
Irving's speech,
audience members
were given the
. opportunity to ask
questions. (Bottom)
Elisia Deluge
questioned Irving's
theories.
Kelly Christensen/
Observer
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Impatience
can be
a virtue.
Get a head start on fall. Check out
all the options for summer classes at
Pierce College. For afraction of the cost,
most Pierce classes will transfer to your
current institution and you can take them at either the
Fort Steilacoom (Lakewood) or Puyallup campuses.
Call (253) 964-6501 for admission information or a
class schedule.
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TU: Write-in candidates face a difficult path
Continued from Page 1
and campaign statement would not
be on election posters.
"There were concerns from other
candidates and so we felt we had to
draw a fine line," Commission
Chair Andrea Bricker said.
Like other candidates, write-ins
must fill out an election packet, raise
100 student signatures and pay a
$20 processing fee no later than
seven days after the rest of the candidates have filed. However, there is
little precedent surrounding rights of
write-in candidates. In 1997, writein candidate, Jo Val Fabela, ran for
Vice President for Clubs"' and
Organizations against Greg Watt. In
that case, Fabela was included in the
candidate forums and allowed to be
on the election posters.
"Several years ago the election
commission decided the write-in

process should fall within the
umbrella of the regular process
because many write-ins were not
abiding by the rules," ASCWUBOD Advisor John Drinkwater said.
Vice President for Political
Affairs Kyle Alm objected to the
commission's ruling and proposed
the BOD overrule it by passing an
addition to the election code. Alm's
motion was tabled until the April 29
meeting. Alm said he believed Tu
should have some rights if he had to
go through the same application
process as the rest of the candidates.
"This goes to the heart of the
democratic process," Alm said. "A
write-in candidate is a candidate like
any other."
Election commission members
on hand disagreed with the motion,
saying the BOD had given them
power to oversee the election
process, and should not overrule
them. But, Vice President for

' ' A write-in
candidate
is a candidate
like any
other. ' '
-Kyle Alm
Academic Affairs Robert Blackett
agreed with Alm saying specific
wording would be preferable.
"It is admittedly vague in the
code, and I think it would be good
for us to do this to set the precedence on the public record,"
Blackett said. "I don't think the
commission has been negligent in
their duties, I just think it's vague."
Aside from abstentions from
Kristy Gillespie and Mike Grigg,

Alm's motion passed unanimously.
In response to the passage of Alm's
motion, a written complaint was
submitted to Council of Probity
chair Brett Broderson. Broderson
announced the council would hold a
hearing on the subject April 30.
Election commission members
Ryan Beckett, Shawnte Pearson and
Andrea Bricker resigned in protest.
At last Friday's Council of
Probity meeting, council member
Ellen Long moved the BOD's
motion to allow write-in candidates
access to forums and election
posters unconstitutional. Her motion
was based on the accusation the
motion had not specifically been on
the BOD agenda for two meetings.
Eklund argued it had. Before the
final vote, Britt Ruby, assistant
director of the office of legislative
affairs, requested council members
Beckett and Broderson abstain from
the vote; Beckett because he was a

member of the election commission
and Broderson because of his
"unique personal relationship" with
Kristy Gillespie, the candidate running against Tu in the election.
Broderson yielded to the request to
abstain and Beckett voted against
the motion. BOD candidate James
Jorgensen also voted against it.
Long's motion did not pass, and
the BOD motion stood as approved.
The final decision was Tu would be
included in forums and election
posters. Monday the BOD held a
special meeting to appoint Mandi
Briggs, Amy Jensen and Anetra
Petrie to the empty election comm1ss10n positions. Afterward,
Eklund expressed relief that the conflict was resolved.
"It happened, it's done, and it's
over with," Eklund said. "Now
we've got an election coming up,
that's what we need to focus on, not
the past."

Tuitiori hike creates controversy SUB lacks money
by Jessica Terrel
Staff reporter
College tuition may be high
now, but if the Board of Trustees
(BOT) takes local control of tuition,
it could go even higher.
Governor Gary Locke recently
proposed a bill recommending four.year colleges take control of tuition.
The bill has passed in the
Legislature and is waiting on the
Governor's desk to be signed.
The Washington Student Lobby
(WSL) said local control means one
thing - trouble. If the bill passes,
the institutions themselves will

decide how much to raise tuition
each year instead of the Legislature.
Central President Ivory Nelson
said Central has wanted localized
control for a long time. He said this
would mean students' tuition would
be raised less than one percent.
The proposed bill would limit
tuition increases to 4.6 percent for
the 1999-00 school year and 3.6
percent during the 2000-01 year.
Nelson also said he agrees with
the 4.6 percent limit the bill imposes on tuition raises because of many
issues outlined in Central's proposed budget for next year.
If the bill does not pass, Nelson

said he would be forced to reduce
the budget by $2. 7 million.
"I would prefer to keep the cost
of tuition down, but we need localized control and we need six-tenths
of a percent more for the operations ·
of the college," Nelson said.
WSL has always voted against
localized control because Trustees
would have the final say in tuition
raises and students would not have
a way to counter their actions.
"Even though there was a four
percent increase over the last biennium, it was consistent and stayed
the same," Jeremy Kelly, Central's
legislative liaison said.

by Noel Siler
Staff reporter
Plans are being made to begin
construction of the Super SUB, but a
lack of funds is standing in the way.
Bruce Eklund, president of the
Associated Students of Central
Washington University Board of
Directors, said there is about $14
million in the student-funded budget
for the Super SUB, but the project
would require at least another $15
million to complete.
The cost of the building is
unknown because the architects have
yet to give Central an estimate.
"It is still my position not to pay
a higher student fee to support the
Super SUB," Eklund said.
Auxiliary Services, Student
Services, Housing and Dining
Services are all looking into what

they can contribute to construct the
Super SUB.
"There are about seventeen other
buildings on campus that need work
done aside from the Super SUB. We
are trying to find a financial balance
for the Super SUB with other projects in mind," Tom Ogg, director of
Dining Services, said.
Dining Services is meeting again
this week to discuss costs for the project.
Executive Vice President of the
BOD Mike Grigg said there are
many ways to get money together to
support the project.
"I know the bookstore makes
profits, I would like to investigate
how much to see if they can contribute some of their funds," Grigg
said.
Grigg is also against using a student fee to fund the Super SUB.
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Dr. Myron Linder
Dr. Sandy Linder

1011 N. Alder

962-2570

LOCATED CLOSE TO CAMPUS
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When the unexpected happens ...... you've got a place to go!

• Truck Accessories

• Assistance with insurance claims

• Pick-up and Delivery •Open Mon.-Fri. 7:30 am- 5:30 pm
Your complete collision repair center.

641 W. Cascade Way 925-5680
Domestic-Foreign-Auto-Truck

SUMMER
LEADER'S INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

Practical Leader Training by America's Most
Experienced Leader Training Organization
•NO COMMITMENT QR:OBLIGATION
TO THE ARMY.
• Earn up to $700 by attending.
• 35-day all-expense paid course.
• Travel to Fort Knox, Kentucky.
• Every qualified participant has
a 50-50 chance to win an Army
ROTC scholarship to pay for your
last two years of college.
• Best odds at winning ever!

• Leader training in a military
environment.
• Hands-on leadership experience
and mentoring as you lead your
group.
• Situational training exercises and
events.
•You will be challenged-physically
and mentally.
•Rappelling, live weapons training,
leadership reaction course, etc.

For More Information Call: ,
Major John Abercrom.hie, · so9-~63-3584; e-mail: aberc~oj@cWu ..edu
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR POLICY
The Observer welcomes letters to the editor. All letters must be submitted by 5 p.m., Monday before the week of publication. Letters
must be typewritten and less than 350 words.
All letters must include your name and phone number for verification. In addition, only one letter a month will be accepted from an
individual.
The Observer reserves the right to edit for length, style, grammar,
libel and matters of taste. Anonymous letters will not be published.
Send letters by mail or e-mail to: The Observer, CENTRAL,
Ellensburg, WA 98926-7435; observer@cwu.edu or by fax at (509)
963-1027.

Observance

Voters go bananas
Today is election day. Three candidates for the president's position are making quite a race of it. Kristy
Gillespie, Charlie Tu and Washoe are a diverse group of
candidates.
Kristy Gillespie is a student government member who
has name recognition. Last week's debacle over the
rights and responsibilities of official write-in candidates
revealed the connectedness of Gillespie. At last
Thursday's BOD meeting, a number of students with real
or imagined power were fighting for their friend Kristy.
In reality they were just fighting against Charlie Tu 's
right to officially participate in forums. In Gillespie's
comer sat her sister, student trustee, Amy Gillespie,
Kristy's significant other, Council of Probity chair, Bret
Broderson, three members of the election commission,
and Walter Waddel, chair of the S&A Fee Committee and
the Technology Fee Committee. If I was a candidate and
my sibling and my significant other argued· against letting my opponent speak at forums, I would have crawled
under the table in embarassment.
The election commission said they were not excluding
Tu from forums, but he wouldn't be allowed to speak
unless spoken to.
In the end, Tu was allowed to participate in the
forums despite Broderson calling a special meeting of
the council of probity to investigate the matter. Before
the council voted, a student pointed out conflicts of interest. Broderson, he said, had a "unique personal relationship" with Kristy Gillespie. Ryan Beckett, who is a candidate to be next year's student trustee, was also on the
election commission. Broderson was smart enough to
abstain from voting. Beckett was not.
Charlie Tu is a relative newcomer to Central and campus politics. He has been criticized for being a freshman
and for submitting his election packet late. Tu said he
thre~ his hat in the ring to give students a choice.
The third candidate is an unofficial write-in candidate
who has not expressed an interest in running. Washoe the
chimpanzee is believed by some to be the ideal candidate. Her love for painting should be a major influence
on the art student constituency. The logistics of having a
chimpanzee as BOD president could be difficult, though.
Someone would need to teach her the State Open
Meetings Act. Of-course, someone should be teaching
the open meetings and records acts to all student government members.
-Tom Stanton
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Washoe for president
We have recently heard among the
CWU students that Washoe, our resident chimpanzee, is running for the
President of ASCWU BOD as a writein candidate. Following the undemocratic electoral procedures (e.g., insufficient advertising of deadlines that
enabled Ms. Gillespie to run unopposed
for the presidential position), and
unsubstantiated and unreasonable decisions recently made by the election
commission (deciding who can and
who cannot talk at public forums), we
find this year's student election to be, in
a way, set up. With dissenting voices so
effectively silenced, this student election is not democratic, not free, and as
such, its democratic pretense is farcical.
We strongly believe that having an
appearance or guise of democratic
processes is far worse than not enjoying
democratic processes at all. Therefore,
we see it as a responsibility of democrati~ally minded individuals to expose,
contest, and undermine the "framed"
student elections. The students who

came up with this idea to nominate
Washoe for BOD president have perhaps realized this. They have also
demonstrated that our student body is
not lethargic, but politically astute, and

Winifred P. Gray and
Djordje Popovic
students

' ' Washoe at
least attempts to
communicate
with CWU
students and
faculty.
''

Protect ideas not cloth

- Winifred P. Gray and
Djordje Popovic
that it will not tolerate silly, not so subtle, and profoundly undemocratic
maneuvers of one student/administrative syndicate. For this, they have our
utmost respect and admiration.
This year's presidential student election is already. farcical. Let's then make

News Editor: Carrina Galloway, Assistant Editors: Claire Hein, Logan
Luft, Reporters: Joel Di Bacco, Angie Dirk, Krissie Hughes, Mike Jenkinson,
Nao Miura, Matthew Parretta, Noel Siler, Jessica Terrel, Matthew Worden.
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Reporters: Stephanie Barnett, Tim Bottorff, Shawnte Pearson, Cory Rikard,
Kristen Schwab, Emily Watson.
Sports Editor: Tara Rattray, Assistant Editor: Dave Banuelos Reporters:
Steve Griffith, Jon Guddat, Jason Leavitt, Rebecca Matzen, Wendy Roberts,
Mike Wells.
Photo Editor: Kelly Christensen, Assistant Editors: Angela Barbre, Amy
Jensen, Photographers: Joe Gurriere, Breanne Jones, Margaret King, Doug
Yuasa.
Copy Editor: Alan Grimes, Assistant Ed_itor: Elizabeth Belts.
Online Editor: Joe Bair, Assistant Editor: Yu-chieh Tung.

a public farce out of them; let's write in
Washoe for the BOD president! Washoe
at least attempts to communicate with
CWU students and faculty.

The flag of the United States of
America symbolizes the toil and struggle of the many who have fought and
died for their country. But it is a symbol
that also represents Iran-Contra,
Vietname, giving blankets infected with
disease to Indians, slavery, racism,
scandals, and corruption.
It also symbolizes freedom of
speech, which includes the burning of
the flag as an expression of dissatisfaction with the United States government.
Anyone who is for an amendment to

See LETTERS, Page 7

DEADLINES
Listed are the deadlines for The Observer. The Observer
office, located in Bouillon room 222, is open weekdays from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m
Submissions can be brought to the office or by mail, The
Observer, CWU, Ellensburg,WA 98926 or by fax at 963-1027.
• Friday, 5 p.m. - Entertainment, meetings, calendar events for the
Wildcat Week planner, Buzz Bin. • Monday, 3p.m. - Letters to the
editor, Spectacle and weekend sports information.
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• Thursday, S p.m. - Display ads. • Monday, 5 p.m. - Classified ads.
To place advertising contact your advertising representative, call the
Observer business office at (509) 963- 1026 or fax information to
963-1027.
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KITCHEN TABLE TALK

6 p.m., SUB 218; for
details, call the
E-Center.
NOT UNLIKE TRADITIONAL
STUDENTS

4 p.m., SUB 213; for
details, call Sandy at
933-3094.
SAFE

5 p.m., SUB 106; for
details, call Carola at
963-3213.
SALT COMPANY

8:30 p.m., CMA Church,
14th and B streets.

BOOKS FOR BREAKFAST

8 a.m., Mt. Stuart

Elementary; for details, call
Lorinda at 963-1643.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
"MOVIE NIGHT"

7 p.m., 706 .N. Sprague at
the CCM House; for more
information, call
925-3043.

1:::~:i:lil:l:llllllJ:i:lilll::ill:lliii:i.'lil:1
ASSOCIATION FOR COMPUTING
MACHINERY

6 p.m., Hebeler 121; for
information, call 963-1428.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY

7 p.m., 706 N. Sprague at
the CCM House.
CHEERS

7 p.m., SUB Chief Owhi
room.
CIRCLE K

6:00 p.m., SUB 210.
REJOYcE IN JESUS CAMPUS
FELLOWSHIP

6:30 p.m., SUB Yakama
room.

ACLU defends free expression, but does not
support flag burning

ban flag desecration is either against freedom of speech, or doesn't realize
what the hell they are saying.
"Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, prohibiting the free excercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of
the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the
government for a redress of grievances."
That's the first amendment, baby. It's sweet, and I love it. If there is one
thing that is wrong with this country, it's the fact that so many people think
the flag is a sacred object. It isn't. It is cloth, or paper, or plastic, or whatever
it's on. It's just a thing.
But the First Amendment is an idea, and I like to think that if people died
defending our country, it wasn't some piece of crap flag they were defending.
It was the lifestyle and ideas that flag represented, and the most important,
most basic part of that life is the First Amendment. It would be a terrible
tragedy if all they died for was a stupid piece of cloth. And if more people
understood that, maybe we wouldn't have such a piece of crap society, with
so many damn stupid people.
If this amendment goes through, maybe it might be time to call it quits on
America. Like an old car on a front lawn, I'm gonna leave it behind and head
to Canada. Goodbye Cubbies. Goodbye to big old Buicks, John Wayne, ·
Lewinsky and Ted Nugent (you crazy, silly, stupid S.O.B.). Hello new native
land. Oh Canada, Oh Canada... Go Canadiens, go Blue Jays. Beauty, eh?
Goodbye to Gretzky, the Expos, Quebec in about five years, and maybe, just
maybe, a final goodbye to the American dream.

6:00 p.m., SUB 206
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Central's next president

~

SWINGCATS

7 p.m., SUB Ballroom.
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profile for Cen tretl 's
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~ Join us in the Grupe Center, ~
.=1:•~1111111:~1,1111 ::'11:1::: ~
Tuesday, May 11 at Noon
~
BLACK STUDENT UNION
1
1
6 p.m., SUB Chief Owhi
? . Wednesday, May 12 at 2 pm
?
1

room.

Look for letters by Devi Snively, Sarah Baeckler and
Charles Spano about the April 6 debate which
featured Dr. Agusti_n Fuentes and Jared Taylor on the
Observer Online@ www.cwu.edu/-observer

1f.o«,'iie
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Tour the
NewCWU
Science
Building
The Chamber of Commerce and Central
l/\/ashington University are jointly hosting a
special public reception and tour of the new
Science Building.
Friday, May 7, 1999

5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Third Floor

?
?
?

All day, SUB Games Room.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR

Bob Johnson
Kittitas County Democratic Central Committee

to elevelop ea leeaelership ~

?
?

TOURNAMENT TUESDAYS

~

Open l=orwtta

?
?

7 p.m., Mary Grupe
Center.

Christina M. Wampler, in her letter in the April 29, 1999 issue, mixes some
words and meanings. She says: "I am writing this letter in regards to the article 'ACLU defends flag burning' ... While I fully support the ACLU's crusade
to protect constitutional rights I cannot say that I condone flag burning .... By
supporting burning the flag, ... "
There is a big difference between defending the "right" to burn the flag and
"supporting the burning of the flag."
I have been a member of the ACLU for many years. I have never seen any
indication that the ACLU "supports the burning of the flag."
I strongly agree with the remainder of Ms. Wampler's letter. I think burning the American flag is disgusting and I look with disdain upon anyone who
carries out this act. However, I will defend (as does the ACLU) their right do
to so, however misguided I believe their actions to be.

Phil LaDouceur
student

~ Pleetse petrticipette in etn ~

SHRM
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Explore the new state-of-the-art facility .
A selection of food and beverages will be served .
Students will give informal tours showing the highlights of
the building and will also give presentations in the labs
and classrooms.
Parking will be in the Hertz lot, just
east of the building, after 4:30 p.m.
~
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CHRIST'S "REAL LIFE"

7 p.m., Mary Grupe
Center.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY

7 p.m., 706 N. Sprague.
GALA

7 p.m., SUB Yakama room.
RHC
6 p.m., Barto Lounge.
To submit meeting info call
the Observer at 963-1073.
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Open to serve you
9-8 Mon. - Fri.
9-5 Sat.

(Mention ad
for discount)
· Call for an appointment.
. . .ELLENSBURG PREGNANCY CARE CENTE
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409 N. PINE
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MEHOQABLE QUOTE
"My true love has my heart, and I hav~ hers.
My heart in me, keeps her and me in one.
My heart in her, her thoughts and senses guide.
She loves my heart, for once it was her own.
I cherish hers, because in me it binds.
My true love has my heart, and I have hers."
Robert Dudley to Elizabeth in "Elizabeth"

Lab
offers
support
by Shawnte Pearson
Staff reporter

Amy Jensen/Observer

SwingCats officers Britt Ruby and Jen Cearns demonstrate some east coast swing moves. Students will get to show off
their shimsham, lindy-hop and east coast swing with of their peers Friday night in the SUB Ballroom.

SwingCats jump-start the weekend
by Ned Kandzor
Staff reporter
The Central SwingCats are ready
to, jump, jive and wail this Friday
night in the SUB Ballroom with
Casey MacGill and the Spirits of
Rhythm.
The five member swing band will
be taking the stage and performing
live from 8-11 p.m. tomorrow and
the members. of SwingCats, a club

dedicated to learning, perfecting, and
enjoying swing dancing, are ready.
"I only do it because those Gap
commercials make me think it's
cool," a smiling fine . arts junior
Aaron Olson said.
All of the members of SwingCats
have something to smile about
because tomorrow's dance will mark
the first live band the club could
afford to bring to Central on their
own.

The dance has been made possible by a $250 donation from the club
senate and a quarterly collection of
dues from SwingCats members.
"I like it because it's dancing
music, yet it's still real music by real
people," club Vice President and history teaching senior Britt Ruby said.
Casey MacGill and the Spirits of
Rhythm, who will be supporting
their album entitled . "Jump," were
originally spotted playing in

Wenatchee by dub President Casey
Schneider, an anthropology senior,
and invited to Ellensburg.
"People have noted them as one
of the premiere swing bands in the
Northwest," said Schn.eider, who has
also seen the band play to a crowd of
2,000 people in Seattle's Mercer
Arena. The band has also reportedly

See SWING, Page 10

Writing, math and logic can be
problem areas for a lot of students.
With the help of the drop-in tutoring
lab, these problems can be solved,
and the solution is free.
There are two large signs that
mark the drop-in tutoring lab in
Bouillon room 101. The purpose of
the lab is to help students who are
having problems with English,
math, or logic.
"There are usually about four or
. six people working at a time," Sean
Antonius, math education major and
tutor said.
The lab has been open four
years, yet,. it is still virtually unnoticed by many students. The lab
tutors estimate the total number of
people stopping by on an average
day is around 10.
"I found out about it in winter of
this year during one of my math
classes," Jonathan Anderson said.
The drop-in lab is open Monday
through Thursday from 1 to 4 p.m.
New evening hours have recently
been added Tuesdays and Thursdays
from 6 to 8 p.m.
"I have gone in to have them edit
my English papers. It helped me
raise my grade maybe a letter
grade," math major Ryan Alexander
said.
Anyone interested in becoming a
tutor should stop by and ask how to
apply. The minimum requirement is
at least a B+ grade in the classes you
wish to tutor.

Central students disclose Mother's Day plans
.

-

{

I'm making her dinner and
giving her presents.

I'll buy her a gift and as a
family we're going out to
have dinner.

I'm not sure yet.

-Abby Large, sophomore biology
major

Going home and I think
I'm going to get her some
flowers and a card.

-Jay Thompson, senior, accounting major

...:_Laura Hartless, senior, law and
justice

-Jason Buckner, junior, business
administration.

photos by Amy Jensen
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finds its spot in radio's big league

by Alan Grimes
Copy editor
Cake's "Going the Distance"
reverberated across the town square
and the radio airwaves as the first
song ever played on KC\\'.'U 88.1
FM, "The 'Burg." About 50 students,
alumni, faculty, administration and
locals showed up at noon on a beautiful sunny Friday for the inaugural
broadcast celebration.
"Your many years of hard work
have paid off. Congratulations," Gov.
Gary Locke said in a recorded message.
David Goretski, 1998 station promotions director and business administration alum, spoke of the dedication of past KCWU staff.
"We built this station up, worked
on it for four to five years. It's kind
of a family thing; even though we're
not working on it anymore it's still
important to us,"
Interspersed with such congratulatory speakers as President Ivory
Nelson and Assistant Vice President
for
Student
Affairs
Keith
Champagne, the event featured free
food from Dining Services and frequent prize give-aways.
"It's amazing how much work
can get done when nobody's worrying about who gets all the credit,"
Champagne said.
Twenty-five years in the making,
KCWU (previously known as
KCAT) has finally developed from a
cable and online station into mainstream radio.
"Basically we were a pirate station on cable," Central alum and former program director David
Rodriguez said.
As if in emphasis of the past,

DJs Kevin
Mackinnon and
Colin Walker
helped with the
festivities in honor
of "The 'Burg"
going on air.
Wellington was
there to hand out
prizes.
Photos by Margaret King
and Amy Jensen/Observer

reception cut out in the middle
of "Detachable Penis" by King
Missile and was down for about 10
minutes. The culprit, a faulty surge
protector plug at the broadcast tower,
was quickly fixed.
Despite the brief problem,
Central mascot Wellington gave the
new radio station two thumbs up.
That gesture has been echoed by listener support in the first few days of
airtime.
"We've had an incredible amount

Looking for a
Better Place to Live?

of response," station manager Chris
Hull said.
Two hundred song requests
poured in during the first two days.
Peak listening hours so far are
between 3 to 6 p.m.
"I'm glad I can finally listen to it
in my car," freshman Mike Smith, a
foreign language education major,
said.
Demographics have revealed over
80 percent of callers are males
between the ages of 18 and 24.

"Our next goal is to provide programming for our listening base,"
Hull said. "We're here to be an alternative [to other stations]."
The increase in listeners will no
doubt benefit the university.
"It (KCWU) will do more for student programming and activities,"
Kristy Gillespie, vice president for
organizations on the Associate
Students of Central Washington
University Board of Directors, said.
"When it reaches a broader base it

will get more people involved."
"The 'Burg" is a non-profit station and consequently has no commercials, only sponsorships and public service announcements. Funds
come from the S&A budget and
sponsorship money. Hull said an
increase in revenues is something to
look forward to.
"We would like to become more
self sufficient," Hull said.
Listeners can call 963-2311 for
requests or information.

GodtatherS \/Pizza~
We Deliver!

TI TI TI TI
506 S. Main St., Ellensburg

·.~i

... okay, we admit it. We just used this guys face to get your attention.

It'a Fun. A full service Tanning Salon on site
It'a Unique. 1\vo bedrooms, two full baths. Built in computer desks. 1\vo
closets in each bedroom.
·
It'& Rel.a xed. Great clubhouse with the coolest Jaundrymat in town. •
It'a New. Energy efficient, designer touches and quality throughout.
It'a High Tech. Ultra high speed T-1 internet connection available in
'!ach unit.
It'a Affordable. just a better place at the right price.

Come by and check us out. • Bring /!. Fr.(end
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B·e tter than tuna

Band lays down "Smack"
by Cory Rikard
Staff reporter

TRADITIONAL AFRICAN STRINGED INSTRUMENT
FEATURED
Morikeba Kouyate is considered a master of KORA, a traditional
African stringed instrument. The instrument is made out of a large calabash gourd. Kouyate was born and raised in a family of Griots, who are
called carriers of the oral tradition, in Senegal. The performance will be
held in the SUB theatre at 7 p.m.
HOMELESS CAMPERS ARE TOPIC OF LECTURE
Sociologist Dr. Dee Southard will give a lecture about homeless people in the Pacific Northwest. The slide show will describe the lives of the
homeless families and the conditions they adapt to. The lecture will be at
1 p.m. in room 147 of the new Science Building.
CINCO DE MAYO CELEBRATION
Display cases in the Chief Owhi room of the SUB will showcase cultural memorabilia significant to Cinco de Mayo all day.
jAZZ NIGHT IN HERTZ HALL
The International Association of Jazz Educators will present a combination performance tonight at 8 p.m. in the Hertz Hall auditorium.
Groups will compete for a chance to play. Tickets are $3 for general
admission but free to students.
"': 'TAKE BACK THE NIGHT' FEATURES GUEST SPEAKER
Outspoken date-rape survivor Katie Koestner will be a part of a question and answer discussion to be held at 6:30 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom.
Following the event, a rally and march through downtown Ellensburg is
planned. The rally will last from 8 to l 0 p.m. and is free and open to the
public.
CULTURE, RACE AND ETHNICITY FORUM CONTINUES
Mark Trahant will present a lecture, "West by Northwest; A Regional
Perspective on Race" at 11 a.m. Erasmo Gamboa will discuss "Mexican
Immigration and the Roots of Contemporary Ethnic Intolerance in the
Pacific Northwest" at 1 p.m. A panel discussion on the topic,
"Applications and Practice: Culture, Race and Ethnicity Matters" will
begin at 2 p.m. At 3:30 p.m. a discussion titled, "Student to Student: our
Experiences, Priorities and Suggestions," will begin. All events will be
held in Black Hall 152.

Hard rock fans rejoice. The days
of fivesome, pretty boy, whining
bands dominating the music industry
are coming to an end.
Thrash metal music is alive and
kicking ass on the new self-titled
debut from Godsmack; a heavy, hard
h,itting, get-out-of-my-way-if-youdon't-like-it, explosion from this
Boston, Mass. foursome.
The group took its controversial
name from drummer Tommy
Stewart's comments about God's
revenge, not from the Alice in Chains
song from the album "Dirt" as is
commonly believed.
Somewhere between fellow dark
and deliberate bands Creed and
Biohazard, Godsmack follows no
path with their music.
Through heavy touring and massive airplay from the helpful Boston
airwaves, and a recent appearance on
"Late Night with Conan O'Brien"
Godsmack's debut hit, "Whatever"
can now be found as a mainstay on
MTV. More tracks off the album are
sure to follow.
Ema says he writes whatever
gets him off. It is that kind of musical non-conformity that gives
Godsmack their edge.
Fellow bandmates Tony Rombola
on guitar, Robbie Merrill on bass and
Stewart blend together good oldfashioned metal with today's beats.
Gone are the complex six chord confusion-oriented songs of today.
Godsmack revives the age old three
power chord mind scrambler.

Photo courtesy of Republic Records

Godsmack's self-titled debut is turning heads. Many listeners are attracted to the band's non-conformist style.
Not to say that simplicity is the
key, but it sure works on Godsmack' s
latest output.
The punky, hippie sounding
"Moon Baby" -shows off another,
lighter side to Godsmack, (if you can
call a Mack truck light), but allows
the listener to hear the band's broad
musical base. The smash hit
"Whatever" is taking the music
industry by storm and is the best
track on the disc.
Simple yet demanding drums and
guitar beat down your door on this
lyrical marvel that has the typical
Metallica fan salivating and begging
for more.
Subtlety 'and ·politeness avoid

Godsmack like the plague on this
disc, and that is the way it is supposed to be. The weak of heart may
find themselves having a massive
coronary by the time the album plays
halfway through . .
As a bonus, Godsmack has just
signed to tour on the wickedly popular "Ozzfest Tour." The melee hits
the Gorge July 18.
The newest, self-titled album
from Godsmack is available now at
Rodeo Records, bu.t purchase with
caution. Tattoos and piercings may
soon follow.
Don't try this at home.
Cory's verdict: 5 out of 5 headbangers need this album.

CHEMISTRY LECTURE CONTINUES
"Polymers Composites for Plastic Batteries" will be the topic of Dr.
Joe Zwanziger of Indiana University. The lecture will be held in the new
Science Building .at l p.m.
CULTURE, RACE AND ETHNICITY FORUM SPOTLIGHTS
PHOTOGRAPHY
Dr. Dee Southard will give a pr~sentation titled, "Through the
Camera·s Eye: Major Lee Moorhouse and the Photographic Construction
of ·Indian Identity." The discussion will being at 7 p.m. in the SUB
Ballroom.
CENTRAL HOSTS 24TH ANNUAL JAZZ .FESTIVAL
Outstanding junior and high school jazz ensembles will perform from
8:30 a.m. to 8 p.m. on Fr~day and from 9 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. on Saturday.
All performances will b~ held in Hertz Hall and are open to the public.

SYMPOSIUM OF UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH AND
CREATIVE EXPRESSION (SOURCE)
SOURCE will hold activities from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Science
Building today.

STUDENT RECITAL
Tomoko Kubotani will perform on the French Horn at 6 p.m. in Hertz
Recital Hall.

FRIENDS OF THE LIBRARY BOOK SALE
Central' s Friends of the Library will hold a book sale May 12-13 in
front of the library. Hours are 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. today and 11 a.m. to 1
p.m. tomorrow.

Gay and
Lesbian
film fest
The second annual Gay and
Lesbian Film Festival is underway at
Central and Jasmina Sinanovic, coordinator for the event has high
hopes for a good turnout.
"I hope to have a good attendance and some nice discussions
over the films," Sinanovic said.
The festival will run from May 39 and will feature a number of films
significant to the gay and lesbian
community.
The shows are free to the public
and will be shown in room 147 of
the new Science Building.
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Veterans recall war stories
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Angela Barbre/Observer

Vietnam veterans (from left), John Pidgeon, Raymond Fletcher, Bill Robins, Dave
Bowlin, Richard Sinclair, and Dan Graves recounted their experiences during and
after the Vietnam war. Following the presentation, audience questions were fielded.
by Angela Barbre
Asst. Photo editor
On Tuesday night Chavez Theatre filled with people while six- Vietnam veterans recounted personal
stories of their lives during and after the Vietnam War.
Jessica Hawkins, organizer of the event, first saw
the presentation in her English class and was so
affected by the men's stories that she wanted to give a
broader audience the chance to hear their tales.
Members of the audience were brought to tears as
they listened to the atrocities these men endured.
"Everything in that country wanted you dead"
Richard Sinclair a former Marine said. By everything,
he meant the vegetation, the land, and the people.

Hordes of fun-seeking Central
students descend upon Ellensburg on
Friday nights and tomorrow night
will be no exception. However, the
ever elusive "fun" may be a little
easier to find this weekend.
From 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. nine businesses in downtown Ellensburg will
host the First Friday Art Walk.
"It's good, clean fun," Mary
Frances, director of Gallery One and
founder of the Art Walk, said. "I
think that it gets people out of their
homes and into a stimulating environment. It creates a sense of community and it introduces art into people's lives who may not have consid-

1892

Raymond Fletcher, a former member of the 105
Airforce Division, described his experience working
with a Vietnamese scout during the war.
"His head blew all over me and this was my birthday."
Many holidays still bring Fletcher bad memories.
Despite what they endured, the panel said they
didn't come home to parades, they didn't even come
home to handshakes; these men were not welcomed
by friends and family alike.
John Pidgeon, also a former Marine, said he had
to lie about his veteran status to get his first job.
However, even with this treatment, he said every man
at the table would serve his country again if given the
opportunity.

Art walk· spices up Fridays
by Kristen Schwab
Staff reporter

PALACE
CAFE
since

ered it before."
The First Friday Art Walk began
three months ago in an attempt to
expose the community to the museums and art galleries Ellensburg is
home to. In order to participate in the
Art Walk businesses must have an
ever-changing art display.
"The most beneficial aspect to the
community is the exposure they get
to different artists and techniques,"
Kelley Cook, co-owner of Sweet
Memories, said. "It's an important
part of our- community to encourage
artists, and we had a big wall that
needed to be filled."
The Art Walk will feature both
local artists and non-local artists.
Sandra Zeiset Richardson, a resident of the Seattle area and a fea-

tured artist in this Friday's Art Walk,
said she has always considered the
viewer and the ideas and experiences
they bring to the work to be an
important part of creating art. She
said she also tries to give visual
expression to shared or common
concerns.

1 25

Well Drinks
•
Draft Beer
4th & Main

·=·'.=

Tue111 & Thul'ff
9pm to midnigh

ST111JENT
\PPRECiATioN
The CWU Office of
Residential Services
appreciates and
thanks our student staff for
their dedication and

Art Walk Participants
Businesses taking part:
- Amby Edinger Art Gallery
- D&M Coffee
- Clymer Museum of Art
- Zen West Gallery
- Gallery One
- Pearl's on Pearl
- Salon Fenix

hard work.
Thank you LGAs.
building managers.
resident directors. apartment
managers. fitness center and

Central
plans

Healt/1 Ca1·e . .fo1·
Wo111e11 a11d Me11

computer technical aides.
computer apprentices.
office aides. program
coordinators.

In place of a Wednesday night
band, Papa John's Coffee House
will bring poetry to Central through
the Spoken Word Night.
"We want to create an· atmosphere that's kinda chill where people can express themselves," Anetra
Petrie, Papa John's Coffee House
coordinator.
Although people will be scheduled to read poetry, anyone will be
allowed to step up to the mic and
read whatever they have in mind.
Spoken Word Night will be in
Club Central this Wednesday.

supplemental Instruction
.,.;.;;:;:;:~.

leaders. custodial aides.
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aides. and recycle
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Wildcat Sports Calendar
Baseball: Saturday vs. University of British Colombia 1 p.m., doubleheader; Sunday vs. University of British Columbia
- noon, doubleheader (last game of the regular season)
Track and Field: Pacific Northwest Regional track arid field
championships - Saturday at Pacific Lutheran University,
Tacoma, Wash., 26 Wildcats will compete

Central .softball drops tWo 'to Lumberjacks
by Mike Wells

Staff reporter
The nightmarish season for the
women's softball team finally came
to an end.
Like most of the season, Central
ended on a losing streak last weekend, dropping both games of a
doubleheader to nationally ranked
Humboldt State.
Central ended its season with a
12-27 overall
record and 3-17
in conference.
"It's
very
disappointing to
end the season
with the type of
record we had,"
senior
Viki
Wenzel said.
The visiting
Lumberjacks
gave
starting
pitcher Jessame
Kendall all the support she needed in
the first inning. Kendall allowed
only two hits, both by Wildcat junior
Nikki Bahr and Humboldt State went
on to smash the Wildcats 6-0.
"We just didn't come out ready to
play in the first game," Bahr said.
"Before we knew it, we found ourselves in a hole too deep to climb out
of."
In the second game Central fell
behind early as the Lumberjacks
racked up a quick lead.
"When it became time to make
the crucial plays we couldn't make
them," assistant ·coach Jon
Sharpenberg said.

Two costly errors by the Wildcats
led to a couple Humboldt State runs
which proved to be the difference in
the tightly contested game.
Humboldt came out on top 6-4.
In her last career game wearing a
Wildcat uniform, Wenzel hit her
career leading 14th home run.
"Viki was a positive leader on
this team," Sharpenberg said. "She
made the others on the team better."
Along with 14 sc!:ool records,
Wenzel ends the
season by winning the triplecrown award by
leading the team
with a .355 batting
average
four home runs
and 25 RBI's.
"It's always
nice
to accomNikki Bahr
plish different
goals," Wenzel
said.
Seven seniors ended their
Wildcat playing days last weekend.
Head coach Gary Frederick wasted
little time in replacing those seniors
by recently signing seven players to
take the places of the departing players.
The Wildcats ended the 1999 season with a fifth place finish in the
PacWest conference. They ended up
three games behind fourth place
finishers Western Oregon and one
game ahead of St. Martin's.
Simon
Fraser,
Western
Washington and Humboldt State
took home the top three spots in the
conference.

"we just
didn't come
out ready to
play.''
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Senior Viki Wenzel smacks her 14th career home run during the Wildcats doubleheader
against visiting Humboldt State on Sunday.

Wildcats take three of four
by Jon Guddat

Staff reporter
Rallying for three runs in the seventh inning, Central
won the first of three games last weekend.
Tom Ammerman's nine hits over a four game span
improved his season average to .401 and helped lead
Central to three wins over St. Martin's last weekend. The
wins improve the Wildcats' overall record to 19-18 with
four games remaining.
"Tom's having a great year. He is well beyond our
expectations," head coach Desi Storey said. "He's on
fire."
In the first game, Ammerman's seventh inning single
sparked a rally which ended on a two-run single by
Chance McClellan. The late-inning heroics helped Scott
Earle earn his ninth victory of the season by a score of 108.
Contributing to Sunday's games, Ammerman also hit
the game winning RBI in the second game of the double
header, which Central won 8-5. Ammerman has also
played in a Wildcat record 76 consecutive games.
"I just stayed relaxed," Ammerman said. "I've been

hitting the ball really well."
Ammerman was not alone in heavy hitting as Robert
Collins, Tim Akins and McClellan each contributed with
consistent hitting.
For the weekend, Central outscored St. Martin's 3426, while hitting .369 for the four game set.
Earle, Jon Aarstad, and Justin Fairbanks all earned
complete-game victories. Josh Clark, who was credited
for the lone loss of the weekend, also pitched a complete
game, striking out 11.
Earle, who will likely start two more games this week,
is two wins shy of the school record for single-season
victories.
Central completes their season this weekend with a
four game series against the University of British
Columbia. Earlier in the season, Central won three out of
four against UBC.
"If we don't take at least three out of four (this weekend) I'll be disappointed," Storey said.
Storey stressed the importance of ending the regular
season on a winning note. With the playoffs now out of
reach, Storey wants next year's returning players to head
into the summer with a positive attitude.

Angela Barbre/Observer

Sophomore Tim Akins hurries to gain an extra base during a St. Martin's match-up last month. Central will host
the University of British Columbia this weekend.
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Senior Nate Bishop (right) holds the top spot on the Wildcat's batting average statistics
at .424. Bishop also leads the team in RBl's with 34.

Bishop aims for record books
by Mike Wells
Staff reporter

Central senior outfielder Nate
Bishop plays baseball for the same
reason most people should: for the
love of it.
"I think of every play or game as
the last one," Bishop said. "You
never know when your career could
end."
To make sure he never forgets,
Bishop keeps the saying tucked
under his hat during all games.
"He just loves the game," head
coach Desi Storey said. "He's a great
guy on and off the field."
His love for the game has led
Bishop to bat a team-leading .424
average through 27 games. If Bishop
keeps up his average he will place in
the top five of Central's all-time single season best.
This could be the second time in
as many seasons that a Wildcat from
Wenatchee Valley and Azusa Pacific
leads Central in batting. Last year
Marc Horner accomplished the same
feat.
Bishop also has the opportunity
to crack the top 10 single season

Do you ever fee l
frustrated or outraged by some of
the stories your
campus newspaper prints? If the
answer 1s yes ...
Call the Observer
at 963-1073
today and bring
your fresh perspective to the
masses.

' ' I think of
every play or
game as the
last one.''
- Nate Bishop
records in hits, doubles, RBI's and
slugging percentage.
"Nate is the spark plug of the
team," Storey said. "He's not a vocal
leader, he leads by example."
Central could have used Bishop's
hot bat during a doubleheader
against St. Martin's College on April
17-18.
Bishop pulled a hamstring and
was forced to sit out the doubleheader. Without Bishop out Central only
managed two runs in both games.
"The· team plays better with him
in the line-up," Storey said. "With
him in the game, it puts less stress on
the guys up and down the line-up."
Bishop decided to take the scenic
route to Ellensburg. After graduating
from Eastmont High School in

Wenatchee, Bishop starred for two
seasons at Wenatchee Valley
Community College where he was
voted the team's Most Valuable
Player and Most Inspirational
Player.
"It was great down at WVC, we
won only nine games my freshman
year, then in my sophomore year, we
only lost nine games and played in
the NWAAC championship game,"
Bishop said.
The next stop for Bishop was
Azusa Pacific in sunny California.
But for him there were more rainy
days than sunny days. He not only
struggled in the high-pace environment of California but also in the batters box, hitting only .167.
"It was too much like a job there,
we would practice for six hours a day
sometimes," Bishop said. "Besides,
there wasn't enough fishing down
there."
Knowing his playing days are
winding down, Bishop has already
prepared for his future. Upon graduation this quarter, Bishop will move
to Quincy with his wife Jenni and
work for LeMaster and Daniels CPA
office.

DininCJ Services Question Of the Week!!
How can Ieat healthy at the dininCJ halls?
Answer: Create a Food Guide Pyramid on your plate to make
nutrition an easy, realistic practice daily. Check out the E.D.G.E. Menu
at Holmes West and Studio East for healthy recommendations. Review
the menu nutrition analysis featured at each dining location. Put 5-ADay into practice with selections from our salad bars, hot vegetable
options and potatoes. Also available are daily specials such as our
Smoothie Bar, Stir-Fry Bar, Steamed-Vegetable Bar and Wrap Bar.
Create balance in your diet with low-fat products such as cottage
cheese, yogurt, mayonnaise, sour cream, cream cheese and salad
dressings, in addition to entree selections and meadess selections. For
further assistance, contact the registered dietitian at CWU Dining
Services at 963-1039.
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Wildcats set records
by Becki Matzen
Staff reporter
Central's women's 4x400 meter relay team set a new
school record at the University of Oregon Invitational
Saturday.
The foursome of Crissie Gordon, Leah Villegas, Ellie
Fortin and Erinn Nickels finished third with a school
record time of 3:59:41. The old mark of 4:00:31 was set
the previous weekend at the Spike Arlt Invitational.
"Last weekend was a big meet for us, we were
nervous to run," Gordon said. "Our goal was to just run
strong. Breaking the school record was a good first step
in qualifying for nationals. For the next two weeks we
will be working on cutting our time. At this point we feel
very confident."
The Central men's 4xl00 relay team, Josh DeLay,
Chris Faulconer, Kale Sauer and Chris Courtney, finish~d
third and also broke a school record finishing in a time of
40:97. They were 15 seconds off the school mark they set
at the Spike Arlt Invitational. Boise State took first in the
event in a time of 40.93.
Courtney also finished second. in the 100 meter with a
time of 10:91, while Faulconer placed third in both the
100 (10.98) and 200 (21.78). His time in the 200 was a
personal best.
In the field Tony Hoiby placed sixth in the men's dis-

cus with a throw of 160-1. Tony Butorac placed 10th in
the men's high jump (6-4 3/4) and Stacy Faller ended up
ninth in the women's discus (132-10). All together only
13 Central athletes competed in the meet.
Friday night at the Northwest Twilight Open at Civic
Stadium in Bellingham, two Central athletes qualified for
nationals. Julian Trevino won the 200 with a time of
22:09 and James Neil won the 110 high hurdles with a
time of 15:58.
"Personally, it was good to run a good race," Neil
said.
Also finishing first for the Wildcats were Dane Estes
in the 3000 with a time of 9:25.92 and Tony Schouten in
the long jump with a leap of 21-2 3/4.
The women won five events at the meet. Angela
Swanson won the 400 (1:01.10); Linsy Nickels the 1500
(4:59.29); Abby Bielenberg the 3000 ((10:53.73); Amy
Farrey the 5000 (18:54.97), which was a season best
mark; and Faller won the discus with a throw of 136-6.
Central will be sending 26 Wildcat tracksters to the
Northwest Regional track and field championships held
at Pacific Lutheran University in Tacoma this Saturday.
Twelve men and 14 women will be representing
Central at the meet. Among them are Zach Spaet, Mike
Alexander, Shawn Bills, Vince Butorac, Charissa
Dehnert, Keri Baker, Tara Gauthier, Sara Lind, Angela
Swanson and Billy Jo Bandy.

•
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Senior Tony Hoiby prepares to throw the discus during a
Wildcat track p~actice earlier this wee~.

Gymcats club promotes physical fitness
Fitness buffs expand workout options for Central weight room junkies and rookies alike
by Tara Rattray
Sports editor

campus the membership total has
increased to 15.
Birch said with the word getting
out about Gymcats, he hopes the
In the famous words of Saturday
current total of members will expand
Night Live's Hans and Frans,
even further.
Central's newest club, Gymcats, is
"People are barely starting to see
here to "pump ... you up."
us around," Birch said. "We have 15
Seniors Jaime Birch and Tony
people thus far and hopefully it will
Hoiby, both physical education
grow bigger."
fitness and sports management
Although eye-catching words
majors, head up the rookie workout
such as "bodybuilding" and "power, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ _ , lifting" stand out on the club's flyers,
Gymcats is not all about weightlifting and increasing muscle mass.
Hoiby pointed out the club has more
to offer.
"This club is open to anyone, not
just hardcore lifters," Hoiby said. "If
you just want a better awareness of
fitness in the gym you can join and
we'll help you. Everyone is
welcome."
Gymcats is also aimed at those
who wish to pursue a career as
personal trainers or lifting coaches.
Both Birch and Hoiby will be certified this month as physical trainers
with hopes of op~ning their own
club.
Birch said he and Hoiby are dedicated to improving their physiques.
"We live, breath and drink everything to work out," Birch said.
Birch and Hoiby began spreading
the word about Gymcats at the beginning of spring quarter with sign-up
sheets available in the SUB. The
result was 10 new additions to the
club. With flyers posted around

Three ways
to beat
the high cost
of college.

!

gyms and starting fitness programs.
"The best exercise is reaching
down and lifting others up," Birch
said. "You can take so much we learn
in fitness and apply it to anything in
life."
Gymcats member Jason Rudd,
senior fitness management major,
said he would like to see an improvement in Central's weight room as a
result of the club. He added Gymcats
would help in cuttiug back on travel
as well.
"I hope this club will help to
come up with ways to better our
weight room on campus," Rudd said.
"It will definitely cut down on travel
for those that have to go long
distances to compete or better their
weightlifting skills."
Gymcats will not only help
members enhance their physical
appearance, but develop a knowledge
of health and fitness .as well.
Guest speakers will be invited to
attend forums, such as the April 13
presentation on performance enhancing substances sponsored by the
Health Education Department. Dr.

1. The Montgomery

GI Bill
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,,

I. Student loan
repayment
3. Part-time
income

The Anny Reseive Alternate Training Program is a smart way to pay
for college.
First, if you qualify, the Montgomery GI Bill can provide you with
over $7,000 fot current college expenses or approved vo/tech training.
Second, if you have-or obtain-a qualified student loan not in
default, you may get it paid off at the rate of 15% per year or $1,500, whichever is greater, up to a maximum of $10,000. Selected military skills can
double that maximum.
Third, you can earn part-time money in college, and here's how it
wor~s: Oi:e sui:ni:ner you take Basic Training, and the next summer you
receive skill trammg at an Anny school. You'll earn over $1,600 for Basic
and even more for skill training. Then you'll attend monthly meetings at an
Army Reserve unit near your college, usually one weekend a month plus
two weeks a year. You'll be paid over $107 a weekend to start. It's worth
thinking about. Give us a call: Sergeant First Class Godsil
2612-A West Nobhill Blvd.

Yakima
509.575.1319

BE ALL YOU CAN BE:

ARMY
RESERVE
www.goarmy.com

'Vi.sit our We6 site and see wftat otfzer parents are ta{/(j.ng a6out.

.t
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_

tvseorede

Tor Mother's Dav qet vour mom a qift certificate.
JZL{{ tft.eme rooms fiave Jacuzzis,
mown comforters, Large TV's, o/c~
'l<f-frigerators, 100" JZL[[ cctton 6atli Sft.eets.
'.A[pn-smokjng. '.A[p pets.

Raia -

$89, S..-llmu.
$99, 'FU.-Sot.

1720 Canyon Rd. Ellensburg, Washington 98926
(509)962-8030 or (509)533-0822 Fax (509)962-8032

Tislt our website:
http://1fl1Vlfl.ellensbur(J.com/-(Joosecrt/
email: (JOosecrk@ellensbur(J.com

David Gee, the Yakima Sun King's
nutritionist and a nutrition professor,
who was one of the speakers during
the April 13 forum, will be invited
back to speak on various topics in the
fitness field.
Birch said other item.s on
Gymcats' agenda will be to compete
with other schools in various
weightlifting events and get a little
more publicity for their club in the
process.
Justin Mallonee, a graduate
student in psychology and Gymcats
member, said the club is not only an
advantage to getting him huge, but
one for Central as well.
"We need something like this
here," Mallonee said. "Everyone
does aerobics and so on. We need
more weightlifting on campus."
The cost to join Gymcats is $5 a
year.
For more information contact
Jaime Birch at 933-3530 or Tony
Hoiby at 963-8789 or stop by at 7
p.m. on Wednesdays in the Physical
Education Building; room 138 for
weekly meetings.

•
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Scoreboard
May 2 vs. Humboldt State
Humboldt 6, Central 0
HSU- ·200 103 0 - 6 9 0
CWU- 000 000 0 - O' 2 2
Humboldt 6, Central 4
HSU- 201 011 1-6 10 1
CWU- 011 002 0 - 4 6 5

•

Individual performances, men: Steve Roche- 4th
in 100 meter, 2nd in 400 hurdles; Julian Trevino- 1st in
200 meter, 4th in 400 meter; Dane Estes- 1st in 3000
meter; Dave Simmons- 2nd in 5000 meter; James Neillst in 110 hurdles, 3rd in high jump and pole vault;
Doug Austin- 2nd in pole vault; Tony Schouten- 1st in
long jump, 3rd in triple jump; Zach Spaet- 3rd in
javelin; 4x400 relay- 2nd
Individual performances, women: Angela
Swanson- 1st in 400 meter; Linsy Nickels- 1st in 1500
meter; Sarah Forrey- 2nd in 1500 meter; Abby
Bielenberg- 1st in 3000 meter; Krissie Mathers- 3rd in
3000 meter; Amy Forrey- 1st in 5000 meter; Susanne
Neil- 2nd in 100 hurdles, 3rd in shot put; Stacy Fallerlst in discus

May 1 at St. Martin's
Central 10, St. Martin's 8
SMC- 000 044 0 - 8 5 1
CWU- 010 033 3 - 10 12 2
St. Martin's 10, Central 8
SMC- 203 020 03x - 10 13 3
CWU- 000 001 502 - 8 12 0
May 2 at St. Martin's
Central 8, St. Martin's 3
SMC- 020 000 1- 3 5 1
CWU- 002 033 0- 8 16 0
Central 8, St. Martin's 5
SMC- 010 010 003- 5 7 4
CWU- 230 001 020- 8 12 2
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May 2 at University of Oregon Invite
Individual performances, men: Chris Courtney2nd in 100 meter; Chris Faulconer- 3rd in 100 and 200
meter; 4x100 relay- 3rd
Individual performances, women: 4x400 relay3rd
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action Paranoia and K.A.G.F remain at 6-0
Four high school athletes and three com- with Dirty Flamin' Space Camels and AGC at
munity college transfers have signed letters of 5-0 and Swingers with a 4-0 standing.
intent to join the Wildcat squad next year. Seabass is the lone volleyball team with an
Kelly Rowand (Kentlake), Ciria Alicia Ochoa undefeated mark of 3-0.
(Othello), Jessica Brewer (Walla Walla) and
Allison Hall (Columbia River) are among the
Softball splits with Saints
high school recruits. Nichole Friese and
The Wildcat softball team lost one game
Jessica Trodahe (Lower Columbia) and Alissa and took one game from St. Martin's in a douCleary (Edmonds) are transfers.
bleheader last Saturday in Lacey. Central fell

Softball signs seven

Undefeated lntramurals
Eight teams remain undefeated in various
Intramural sports. In basketball, Anti "A-F"
and Death Row Inmates are 6-0. In softball

Pilot Travel Center now hiring for
summer; Cashiers, maintenance, Subway
help. 18 years& older. Come down to
apply!

EMPLOYMENT
Fun Summer Jobs:
Flying Horseshoe Guest Ranch ne&r Cle
Elum is hiring boy's and girl's counselors.
Enjoy horseback riding, swimming (need
two lifeguards), hiking etc., while gaining
valuable experience. Salary plus room
and board. Call Penny: (509) 674-2366
Work in Alaska for the summer. Seafood
processors needed. Ocean BeautyPetersburg, AK facility seeks conscientious, hard working, people willing to work
long hours. Season lasts end of June till
early Sept. $6.50/hr with overtime for over
8 hrs/day, 40 hrs per week. Bonus & free
housing if you finish the season. ·EOE. To
apply write: Ocean Beauty Sea-foods, Inc.
- Petersburg, PO Box 70739, Seattle, WA
98107, Attn: S. Leask. Women & minorities are encouraged to apply.
Up-scale festival concession company
seeking individuals for spring/summer
part-time work at the Gorge Amphitheater.
Many available hours and dates to fit your
schedule. Call 360-896-3670 or send
resume to West Coast Events, 12209 NE
4th Plain Rd. Vancouver, WA 99682

to the Saints 3-2 in the opener, then battled
back to take the second game 4-3. Senior
Marci Meddock led the Wildcats on the day
with five hits, three of which were in the first
game.

I

FOR RENT
ASHTON COURT
RYEGATE SQUARE APTS
711 & 901 E. 18th Ave.
We are now renting for summer and fall
vacancies. Very large 2 bedroom 1 1/2
bath townhouses close to campus. $545/
month plus deposits. 925-6277 or 9251636
WE'VE GOT JUST THE RIGHT PLACE!
It's unique. It's relaxed. It's new. It's high
tech. It's affordable. Come by and check
us out. University Court Apartments.
2102 N. Walnut, Ellensburg, 962-9090
JUNIPER VILLAGE
-1 block from CWU
-Private patios or balconies
-Units have soundproofing
- Rent is $545
- Ask about our coupon special

Grad/prof wanted to share 2BR $255/mo.
and 1/2 electric. Laundry. A/C. Parking.
CWU 1 mile. Usual "no"s. 962-1681

FOR SALE
Free African Pygmy Hedgehog, male,
2 1/2 years old. Needs a good home. 9621213
VW Vanagon, 1986, 4 wheel drive, $3000
obo. 964-2202
GT Ricochet Mountain Bike. Rock
shocks, digital speedometer, plus other
accessories. Bought newlast spring for
$900, sell for $525. 925-1613
COMPUTER FOR SALE: 333 mhz 42 GB
Hard Drive. 56K/V.90 modem, 32XCD
Rom, Windows 98, MS Office 97, Monitor,
Speaker, Mic. $650. 962-1680
2-drawer file cabinet, $20, new solid oak
swivel barstool, $20, 5-shelf bookcase,
$35. 933-1245.
Will buy vehicles, running or not. $25 $1000. Call Gary at 962-3220 or Rich at
968-9499.

962-2726
•::.·,
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SPRING IS HERE! GET IN SHAPE!
Herbal wrap $39.95. Call 925-2583
Scuba lessons & supplies.
Sign up now. Contact John Moser, Jr.
925-1272
Pool stick and case, plus accessories.
Paid $200, sell for $130. Call 963-2868
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MEETINGS
ASCWU-B.O.D.
Thursday, May 6
5 p.m., SUB Pit

Call 963-1693 for more informa6on

Associated Students of Central Washington University

Attention, cwu students:

Washington Student Lobby (WSL) .
Wednesdays @ 5 p.m., SUB 209-210

Call 963-1696 for more information

ASC\NU
~

TODAY!
Participate in
vour democracvl

the candidates
PRESIDENT
Kristy Gillespie
Charlie Tu (Write-in candidate)
EXECUTIVE
VICE PRESIDENT
Nick French
Mike Grigg
V.P. FOR ORGANIZATIONS
Mindy Widmyer
Dave Ballard

•
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POLLING PLACES & TIMES:
HOLMES WEST DINING HALL
11 :00 a.m.-12:30 p.m./4:30-6:30 p.m.
STUDIO EAST
11 :00 a.m.-2:00 p.m./4:30-6:30 p.m.
LIBRARY
- 1 :00 p.m.-7:00 p.m.
TUNSTALL DINING HALL
11 :00 a.m.-1 :00 p.m-.14:30-6:30 p.m.
NICHOLSON PAVILION
1 :00-6:30 p.m.

V.P. FOR
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
Josh Kilen
V.P. FOR EQUITY
& COMMUNITY SERVICE
James Jorgense_n
Tiffany Barr
V.P. FOR STUDENT LIFE
AND FACILITIES
Bill Salcedo
Pete Cummings
V.P. FOR
POLITICAL AFFAIRS
Sarah Schacht
Bryce Wynn
This page is an advertisement paid for
by the Associated Students of
Central Washington University.

